In this work, a high performance LDPC decoder architecture is presented. It is a partially-parallel architecture for low-complexity consideration. In order to eliminate the idling time and hardware complexity in conventional partially-parallel decoders, the decoding process, decoder architecture and memory structure are optimized. Particularly, the parity-check matrix is optimally partitioned into four unequal submatrices that lead to high efficiency in hardware sharing. As a result, it can handle two different codewords simultaneously with 100% hardware utilization. Furthermore, for minimizing the performance loss due to round-off errors in fixed-point implementations, the well-known modified min-sum decoding algorithm is enhanced by our recently proposed high-performance CMVP decoding algorithm. Overall, the proposed decoder has high throughput, low complexity, and good BER performances. In the circuit implementation example of the (576,288) parity check matrix for IEEE 802.16e standard, the decoder achieves a data rate of 5.5 Gbps assuming 10 decoding iterations and 7 quantization bits, with a small area of 653K gates, based on UMC 90 nm process technology.
Introduction
Low-density parity check (LDPC) code was introduced in 1962 [1] , which can achieve performance close to Shannon bound. Hence, LDPC code has been adopted by many state-of-the-arts communication systems, such as the DVB-S2, DMB-TH and IEEE 802.16e systems. It is a binary linear block code whose parity-check matrix is sparse with much fewer 1's than a common matrix. A sparse paritycheck matrix facilitates simple decoding algorithms and low-complexity decoder designs.
The m × n parity-check matrix H of a LDPC code is often represented by a bipartite graph, called Tanner graph [2] , which is composed of n bit nodes v j , j=1 to n, and m check nodes c i , i=1 to m. Those bit nodes and check nodes are connected by edges defined by nonzero entries of the check matrix. Tanner graph shows a clear picture of all the information exchange links in a decoding process as depicted in Fig. 1 an example of 4 check nodes and 8 bit nodes. The number of 1's in each column of H determines the number of edges for each bit node connected to check nodes, and the number of 1's in each row of H determines the connections from each check node to bit nodes. In a Tanner graph, a check node and a bit node need to execute their own check 
node equation (CNE) and bit node equation (BNE).
Although LDPC codes are efficient, huge computation is required particularly for the decoding processes. As a result, serial LDPC decoder architectures are not suitable for practical applications. To meet the decoding throughput requirement, fully-parallel LDPC decoders [3] - [5] were proposed. In those architectures, each CNE and BNE is realized by its own check node unit (CNU) and bit node unit (BNU), respectively. However, the incurred large area and long on-chip wire delays are the major drawbacks. To reduce these problems, partially-parallel architectures [6] - [8] were introduced, which contain some parallel CNUs and BNUs shared by all the CNEs and BNEs, respectively. The area reduction is dependent on the degree of parallelism. The partially-parallel architecture in [8] can concurrently decode two codewords at a time, which can get almost double throughput rate improvement over the single-codeword designs [6] , [7] , at the cost of some additional controller circuits, memory and a large number of multiplexers.
In this work, an efficient decoding schedule and its associated architecture are proposed which can concurrently decode two codewords more efficiently than the design of [8] . The decoding schedule is optimized so that it greatly reduces the number of multiplexers required in the design of [8] . Besides, in order to reduce the required number of CNUs and BNUs, generally current partially-parallel architectures need to reorder the columns and rows of H [7] - [10] . Nonetheless, for the decoding correctness, one needs to reorder the decoding results back to the original order. Thus, it will introduce additional area and time penalty. Here, without reordering H, this works simply divide H into four optimally-partitioned unequal-size sub-matrices that lead to low-complexity and efficient architectures with shared BNU Copyright c 2010 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers and CNU. In all, the proposed LDPC decoder achieves both high time and area performances.
In LDPC decoding, the sum-product algorithm (SPA) [11] provides excellent decoding performances. Nevertheless, it has very high computational complexity that impedes its practical applications. Some decoding algorithms are proposed to reduce the SPA computational complexity, such as the min-sum algorithm (MSA) [12] and the modified MSA [13] . In addition, for the consideration of lowpower and low-complexity designs, fixed-point implementations instead of floating-point implementations are adopted. However, fixed-point realizations always cause quantization errors and rounding errors. Therefore, decoding performances will be significantly degraded. To remedy the problem, recently we proposed an improved MSA, called CMVP algorithm [14] . It achieves better performances than the mentioned decoding algorithms, under the condition of the same fixed-point precision. Besides, the hardware overhead of the CMVP algorithm over conventional modified MSA is small. In the proposed decoder architecture, we will combine this decoding algorithm for high-performance fixed-point decoding results. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the widely used SPA and MSA decoding algorithms are introduced. Section 3 details the design specifications and architecture of the proposed LDPC decoder, as well as the concept of CMVP algorithm. The specifications are defined after extensive simulations for determining the fixed-point word lengths, subject to the best tradeoff of cost and performance. Section 4 presents the hardware synthesis and chip implementation results. Finally, Sect. 5 is the conclusion.
Decoding Algorithms for LDPC Codes
Generally, LDPC decoding is based on the mentioned highperformance SPA [11] , whose message is in the form of loglikelihood ratio (LLR): L(x) = log (P{x = 0}/P{x = 1}). In this algorithm, the LLR message L bi→c j sent by bit node b i to check node c j is defined by the following BNE:
where C\c j is a set containing all the check nodes connected to bit node b i , excluding check node c j ; channel(b i ) is the received LLR channel value of bit node b i . In the equation, L c j→bi is the LLR message passed from check node c j to bit node b i as defined by the following CNE:
where B\b i is a set containing all the bit nodes connected to check node c j excluding bit node b i , and φ(x) = ln((e x + 1)/(e x − 1)). It is hard to implement Eq. (2) which involves logarithm and exponential functions. The MSA [12] as shown below is a popular and low-complexity approximation to Eq. (2), 
Since the value of Eq. (3) is larger than the value of Eq. (2), the modified MSA [13] multiplies Eq. (3) by a normalization factor β which is smaller than one for a better approximation to Eq. (2). After the execution of all the CNEs and BNEs, the bit-node message of bit node b i can be updated by (4) and the decoded value of bit node b i is obtained from the hard-decision value of L bi . Figure 2 shows the conventional decoding process (composed of the white functional blocks) of a LDPC code, and the additional proposed decoding process (composed of the shaded functional blocks). Conventional LDPC decoding process involves back-and-fourth message update iterations between check nodes and bit nodes. The decoded bits are output when the decoded information bits satisfy the zero syndrome vector constraint, i.e., xH T = 0, or when the iteration number exceeds a maximum number, where x denotes the decoded codeword in row vector form. The introduced extra process further enhances the decoding correctness by saving some bit-node messages of Eq. (4) for later use by the additional CMVP unit, as will be introduced in the next section.
The Proposed LDPC Decoder Architecture
For the demonstration of the proposed architecture, we consider a LDPC code example of code rate 1/2 and a 288-by-576 parity-check matrix H, as defined in the IEEE 802.16e standard. Before introducing the proposed LDPC decoder architecture, some hardware specifications are decided as follows. Figure 3 shows the bit error rate (BER) simulation results vs. SNR, in various iteration numbers, using BPSK modulation and the modified MSA with the normalization factor β=0.75 in AWGN channel. As shown, 10 decoding iterations is a good choice in terms of cost and performance for this design example.
Since practical implementation is in fixed-point operations, we need to determine adequate word length (in bits). Let [t: f ] denote the fixed-point quantization format, where t and f represent the total word length and the fraction length, respectively. Based on the simulation results of 10 iterations, the [7:5] format is chosen in the proposed design, which achieves good decoding performances with short word length and accordingly low hardware complexity. 
The Partition of H
According to Tanner graph, the row and column numbers of H correspond to the BNE and CNE numbers, respectively. For the design of a partially-parallel LDPC architecture, H matrix can be partitioned into M × M sub-matrices. Consequently, there will have M CNE sets and M BNE sets. In the partially-parallel structure design, all the M CNE sets and M BNE sets will share the same CNU set and BNU set for their operations, respectively. According to our analysis, M=2 is a better choice over other M values. It leads to simple control hardware design and facilitates concurrent decoding operations of two independent codewords with 100% hardware utilization efficiency, based on a new scheduling scheme, as will be detailed later. Therefore, the parity-check matrix H is divided into four unequal-size sub-matrices (i.e., h 00 , h 01 , h 10 and h 11 ), and the syndrome vector s of codeword vector x can be rewritten as:
where x 0 and x 1 are sub-vectors of x. Specifically, the optimized h 00 and h 10 are both 144 × 240 matrices, while both h 01 and h 11 are 144 × 336 matrices. Correspondingly, sub-vectors x 0 and x 1 are 240 × 1 and 336 × 1 vectors, respectively. The reason why H is unequally partitioned is that it facilitates balanced CNU and BNU realizations in the proposed decoder. As a result, the reordering of the rows and columns of H [9] is unnecessary in the proposed design. Hence, higher hardware utilization rate, shorter delay time and smaller hardware area can be achieved, compared with the design of [7] - [10] . Detailed explanation on the optimized matrix partition will be given Fig. 4 The optimized H partition of the proposed LDPC decoder, for the (576,288) code in the 802.16e standard. in the latter subsections on CNU and BNU designs. Figure 4 shows the detailed pattern of the example 288 × 576 parity-check matrix H, where the sub-matrices of H are separated by the dark solid lines. For convenience, each BNE and CNE set is further divided into many subsets as marked in the second bottom row and the second rightmost column, respectively. An entry in the matrix represents a 24-by-24 sub-matrix; those entries with −1 value correspond to zero matrices, while a non-negative entry represents a specific cyclically-shifted identity matrix defined by the entry value [15] . Note that the entries with zero values represent the 24-by-24 unit matrix. A specific number in the second top row indicates the input number to each of its 24 corresponding BNEs defined by those 24 × 24 submatrices just beneath the number. For example, since the column corresponding to subset number 1 of BNE set 1 has three entry values other than −1, there are three inputs to each of the 24 BNEs of this subset. Similarly, a specific number in the second leftmost column represents the number of inputs to all of its corresponding 24 CNEs in the CNE subset.
Decoding Steps of the Proposed Architecture
As shown in Fig. 2 , in the iterative decoding process, before updating the bit node messages, one needs to update the check node messages first, and vice versa. It means that CNU and BNU will be respectively idling when BNU and CNU are operating, in the case of decoding a single codeword at a time. This results in low hardware utilization efficiency. Hence, to achieve 100% utilization rate of both CNU and BNU sets, the proposed partially parallel architecture (as shown in Fig. 5 ) processes two codewords at a time by interleaving and reordering data sequences in the decoding procedures. Besides, as mentioned before, some bit-node messages computed by BNUs are stored in CMVP unit. This architecture contains an input buffer, the mentioned CNU and BNU sets, two message memory units (i.e., MMU0 and MMU1) and a CMVP unit for enhancing the decoding accuracy. Note that the input buffer is divided into IB0 and IB1 buffers; and each can hold 576 channel values of a codeword.
Before introducing the proposed two-codeword decoding process and decoder structure in detail, the basic operation steps of decoding a single codeword x are explained first as below, followed by the process of decoding two code words at a time.
Basic Decoding Steps for a Single Codeword
Let the message value set of a codeword x corresponding to the sub-matrix h mn be denoted as L mn which dynamically includes all the message values of either L c j→bi or L bi→c j associated with sub-matrix h mn , m, n=0 or 1.
Operation (1) Update check node messages for CNE set 1: Update check node messages for CNE set 1: CNU set updates the message value set pair of {L 00 , L 01 } according to Eq. (3), and temporarily stores the updated values in MMU0. Operation (2) Update check node messages for CNE set 2: Similar to Operation (1), CNU set updates the message value set pair of {L 10 , L 11 }, and temporarily stores the updated values in MMU0. Operation (3) Reorder check node messages: The message value sets L 00 , L 01 , L 10 and L 11 in MMU0 are reordered and paired as {L 00 , L 10 } and {L 11 , L 01 } for BNE set 1 and BNE set 2 operations, respectively. Operation (4) Load check node messages for BNE set 1: MMU0 feeds the value set pair {L 00 , L 10 } to BNU set inputs, and at the same time IB0 sends the first 240 channel values of x (i.e., x 0 ) parallelly to the inputs of BNU set for BNE set 1 operations described by Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) (which will be performed in Operation (5)). Operation (5) Update bit node messages for BNE set 1: BNU set updates the message value sets L 00 and L 10 (according to Eq. (1)) and temporarily stores the updated values in MMU1. Besides, BNU set also computes and sends the corresponding bit-node messages (described by Eq. (4)) to MMU1, and stores the necessary information for CMVP unit. Then, IB circularly shifts right by 240 positions within one clock cycle. That means x 0 is now in the leftmost part of IB1, while x 1 is in the rightmost part of IB0. Operation (6) Load check node messages for BNE set 2: Similar to Operation (4), MMU0 feeds the value set pair {L 11 , L 01 } to BNU set inputs, and IB0 concurrently provides 336 x 1 channel values to the inputs of BNU set for BNE set 2 operations (which will be performed in Operation (7)). Operation (7) Update bit node messages for BNE set 2: Similar to Operation (5), BNU set updates the message value sets L 11 and L 01 , and temporarily stores the updated values in MMU1. Besides, BNU set also sends the corresponding bit-node messages to CMVP unit for further error correction of decoded bits. After that, IB circularly shifts right by 336 positions within one clock cycle. At this moment, the entire x channel values are now in IB1. Operation (8) Reorder bit node messages: The message value sets L 00 , L 01 , L 10 and L 11 in MMU1 are reordered and paired as {L 00 , L 01 } and {L 11 , L 10 }. Operation (9) Load bit node messages for CNE set 1: MMU1 feeds the value set pairs {L 00 , L 01 } to the input of CNU sets. Operation (10) Load bit node messages for CNE set 2: Similar to Operation (9), MMU1 feeds the value set pairs {L 11 , L 10 } to the input of CNU sets.
Operation (11) Final enhancement of the decoded bits:
Based on the hard-decision values of the bit-node messages stored for CMVP unit, CMVP unit performs further correction operations of the decoded bits, and output the decoded codeword.
Decoding Steps for Two Codewords at a Time
Basically, the two-codeword processing can be regarded as two independent single-codeword processings operated in parallel and interleaved fashion. Besides, to reduce control complexity, these two decoding processes will be terminated only when the iteration numbers reach a set value.
Consider two independent codewords' channel values x (0) and x (1) . Further, denote Operation (i 0 ) and Operation (i 1 ) as Operation (i) of x (0) and x (1) in the singlecodeword operation, respectively. Then the complete concurrent LDPC decoding steps (in terms of clock cycles) of x (0) and x (1) on the proposed decoder architecture can be described below, assuming that initially the channel values (in LLR form) of two codeword x (0) and x (1) has been already shifted into IB0 and IB1, respectively:
Step 1) Load channel values of x (0) : IB0 feed all 576 x
channel values to CNU set. After that, IB0 and IB1 swap their contents (i.e., x (1) and x (0) are in IB0 and IB1, respectively) within one clock cycle.
Step 2) Update check node messages of x (0) and load channel values of x (1) : Execute Operation (1 0 ) and feed all 576 x (1) channel values instantly from IB0 to CNU set simultaneously. Then, IB0 and IB1 exchange their contents (i.e., x (0) and x (1) are in IB0 and IB1, respectively). Steps i=3 to 11) Parallel iteration steps for two codewords: Execute Operation ((i−1) 0 ) and Operation ((i−2) 1 ) simultaneously.
Step 12) Check termination condition and load bit node messages of x (1) : If the maximum iteration number is not reached, execute Operation (1 0 ) and Operation (10 1 ) simultaneously and then go to Step 3.
Step 13) Final enhancement of the decoded bits x (0) and load bit node messages of x (1) : Execute Operation (11 0 ) and Operation (10 1 ).
Step 14) Final enhancement of the decoded bits x (1) : Execute Operation (11 1 ) When the decoding process for these two codewords is completed, the decoder can immediately begin a new decoding process for the next pair of codewords by repeating the whole decoding process. Figure 6 shows the timing snapshots of the data flow between CNU/BNU and the memory units MMU0/MMU1 when decoding two codewords at a time, where L (0) mn and L (1) mn are the message values of codewords x (0) and x (1) , respectively, corresponding to sub-matrix h mn . In the figure, the rounded-corner rectangles in the upper part (i.e., MMU0) and sharp-corner rectangles in the lower part (i.e., MMU1) represent the message value set L mn passed from check nodes to bit nodes and bit nodes to check nodes, respectively. Detailed MMU structure and mechanism will be given in the next section. This timing diagram shows only three decoding iterations for simplicity.
As shown, there is no idling time slot in BNU set, CNU set, MMU0 and MMU1 in the iterative decoding process, owing to the proposed interleaving and reordering schemes.
Function Units of the Proposed Architecture

Input Buffer (IB)
As shown in Fig. 5 , the input buffer (IB) is a specialized shift register divided into two equal parts IB0 and IB1; and each part has 576 words for storing the channel values of a codeword. Furthermore, without loss of generality, it is assumed that each input channel value word is in [7:5] fixedpoint format. For hardware simplicity, the communication between IB and CNU/BNU is through IB0. As such, significant amount of MUXs and wire interconnections can be saved compared to the design of [8] . The whole BNE set is divided into two BNE sets which have 240 and 336 inputs respectively. Accordingly, the shift register can do circular right-shift operations by one word position (for initially loading channel values), 240 word positions (for Operation (5)), 336 word positions (for Operation (7)) or 576 word positions (for IB0 and IB1 data swapping in Step 1)), within one clock cycle. Moreover, all the data and partial data of IB0 can be selectively connected to CNU set (for loading the input data) and BNU set (for updating the bit node messages) at the same time.
MMU
As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, both MMU0 and MMU1 have four memory sub-blocks as marked with letters A, B, C and D, where sub-blocks A, B and D capture the outputs from CNU set for MMU0, or from BNU set for MMU1; subblocks C and D of MMU0 and MMU1 deliver their stored message values to BNU and CNU, respectively. Detailed MMU structure is shown in Fig. 7 . Specifically, the input data pairs to MMU, i.e., {L 00 , L 01 } and {L 11 , L 10 } are for MMU0 while {L 00 , L 10 } and {L 11 , L 01 } are for MMU1, are stored in sub-blocks {A, B} and {A, D}, respectively. Besides, MMU feeds the reordered data to its succeeding function unit from the sub-blocks {C, D} as shown in the figure. As depicted, the proposed MMU architecture only needs one multiplexer and four memory sub-blocks instead of three multiplexer and five memory sub-blocks in [8] . Due to these merits, the proposed design has a lower hardware complexity than that of [8] , while it is also free of any idling time slots in the iteration process.
CNU Set
Since the numbers of inputs to all the CNEs are uniformly either 6 or 7, the total 12 CNE subsets are equally partitioned into CNE set 1 and set 2, each contains 6 CNE subsets, as shown in Fig. 4 . Hence, both CNE set 1 and set 2 contain 24 × 6 CNEs. Therefore, the decoder only requires a set of 24 × 6 parallel CNUs shared by the two CNE sets and each CNU in the CNU set is responsible for the execution of a CNE (i.e., Eq. (3)) in CNE set 1and another CNE in CNE set 2. As such, each CNU should be able to handle the maximum input numbers of those two CNEs. According to CNE input numbers in Fig. 4 , the input number of each CNU is either six or seven. As shown in Fig. 8 , the complete CNU set contains three 24 × 6-input and three 24 × 7-input CNU subsets. That means each 24 × 6-input CNU subset and 24 × 7-input CNU subset comprises 24 six-input CNUs and 24 seven-input CNUs, respectively. Notice that since all the CNUs inside the 2nd and 6th CNU subsets have seven inputs, when they are executing the six-input CNEs of the 2nd and 6th CNE subsets in CNE set 2, those unused 7th inputs are fed with the maximum information value so that those inputs will not affect the outputs.
The seven-input CNU architecture, shown in Fig. 9 , has been proposed in our preliminary result [16] . In this figure, thick and thin lines represent the multi-bit and single-bit buses, respectively. The six-input CNU has a similar structure to the seven-input CNU. Besides, for low-complexity and high-performance consideration, all the CNUs are designed to execute the modified min-sum algorithm [13] with a normalization factor of 0.75 which is equal to 2 −1 +2 −2 . This choice facilitates simple implementation of the normalization operations. In the figure, the output of a Min cell is the minimal value of its two inputs.
A SMTC unit converts a CNU output in signmagnitude representation to 2's-complement representation before sending it to a BNU. It is because that finding the absolute minimal value is easier by using sign magnitude representation than the 2's complement representation, while 2's complement representation is more suitable for addition and subtraction operations. Hence, the 2's complement data are converted back to the sign magnitude representations by using the TCSM modules after the BNU operations. Besides, for the consideration of the best balanced circuit delay time, SMTC and TCSM modules are included in CNUs and BNUs, respectively.
BNU Set
Since both BNE set 1 and BNE set 2 will share the same BNU set, they should be optimally arranged in the matrix partition, as shown in Fig. 4 . Specifically, 10 and 14 BNE subsets are allocated to BNE set 1 and set 2, respectively. Since each BNE subset comprises 24 BNEs, BNE set 1 and set 2 contain 24 × 10 and 24 × 14 BNEs, respectively. Based on this arrangement, the proposed BNU sets consists of 24× 10 parallel BNUs shared by the two BNE sets. The 24 × 10 BNUs are basically one-to-one mapped to the 24 × 10 BNEs of BNE set 1, and they can be reconfigured to execute all the 24 × 14 BNEs of BNE set 2.
The complete BNU-set architecture is very similar to the complete CNU-set architecture shown in Fig. 8 , except that the CNU subsets are replaced by BNU subsets and there are ten BNU subsets with six or three inputs. Besides, Input1 and Input2 to the BNU set are from MMU0, and BNU set has an addition output bus connected to CMVP unit. The BNU architecture is a direct mapping from BNE set 1. Consequently, according to Fig. 4 , there are ten BNU subsets and their numbers of inputs are the same as those of BNE set 1. Table 1 shows the detailed mapping between the BNU subsets and BNE set 1 and set 2. Inside the BNU set, as mentioned before, a six-input adder of the 6th, 8th and 10th BNU subsets (for executing BNE set 1 operations) is efficiently designed to perform three independent two-input addition operations (for executing BNE set 2 operations), and a threeinput adder in executing BNE set 1 is directly employed as a two-input adder for executing BNE set 2, as shown in Table 1. Figure 10 shows the six-input BNU architecture. On the other hand, all the BNUs inside the 5th, 7th and 9th BNU subsets have three inputs, are capable of executing both the three-input BNEs and the two-input BNEs. Without affecting the execution results, those unused third inputs are fed with the zero value for executing the two-input BNEs. Besides, due to the size difference of BNE set 1 and set 2, the results of the 1st and 4th BNU subsets for executing BNE set 2 will not be fed to MMU1.
Notice that the output word length will be clipped to fit the input word length after all the add/sub operations for avoiding word length mismatch.
CMVP Unit
In practical realization, for the consideration of low-power and low-complexity designs, fixed-point implementation instead of floating-point implementation is adopted. However, fixed-point realizations always cause quantization errors. As such, decoding performances will be significantly degraded. To remedy this problem, intuitively, a fixed-point quantization with enough word length is needed. However, doing this way will significantly increase the hardware area and power consumption. To alleviate the problem, recently we proposed a post-processing algorithm in [14] which enhances the decoding correctness of the existing decoding algorithms (including SPA, MSA and modified MSA) by defining the following additional auxiliary decoding operation as briefly explained below. The performance of this algorithm approaches that of the floating-point MSA with small hardware overhead. Please refer to [14] for detailed introduction of the algorithm.
Concept of the CMVP Algorithm
The CMVP algorithm consists of the following three different processes, including the confidence test, the persistency test and the majority vote to help decode the message bits:
Confidence test: In a decoding process, the LLR of a message bit (as defined by Eq. (4)) is utilized to decide whether the message bit should be decoded as 0 or 1. Intuitively, we expect that a message bit would be very likely wrongly decoded if its absolute LLR value is close to zero. Therefore, the CMVP algorithm defines a confidence threshold C to assist the judgment of the correctness of a tested bit, i.e., if the absolute LLR value of a tested bit in the latest iteration is less than the confidence threshold, the tested bit will be treated as an unreliable bit. Persistency test: By intuition and observation, one can expect that the later iteratively bit-node messages are more credible than the earlier ones. Hence, CMVP algorithm considers the tested bit as reliable, if its last P iteratively bit-node messages (obtained from the adopted decoding algorithm, such as SPA, MSA or modified MSA) remain constant; otherwise this bit will be regarded as an unreliable bit.
After the confidence test and the persistency test, the unreliable bits (i.e., those message bits remained to be decided) will be subject to the following majority vote operation to finalize their bit values. MajorityVote: This process is intended to enhance the correctness probability of a tested bit; the proposed CMVP algorithm further performs the majority vote on the latest MV iteratively bit-node messages of the unreliable bit after the confidence and persistency tests. Then, the majority vote result is the final decoded value of the unreliable bit.
As a result, the proposed decoder needs to store the last MV or P (depending on which one is larger) iterative harddecision values of the bit-node messages for CMVP unit. The CMVP algorithm is summarized below.
Detailed Flow of the CMVP Algorithm
At the end of conventional LDPC decoding operations (by using SPA, MSA or modified MSA), CMVP algorithm is performed according to the following six steps. Notice that the last MV or P iterative hard-decision values of the bitnode messages obtained from the adopted decoding algorithm have been stored in the memory of CMVP unit before executing CMVP algorithm.
Step 1) Initialize: Set C, P and MV to some prescribed proper values. Set the value of bit count variable N b to 1. Denote L Nb as the LLR value of the N b -th bit in Eq. (4).
Step 2) Test the confidence: If |L Nb | ≥ C, set this bit to the latest decoding result and go to Step 5.
Step 3) Test the persistency: If the last P iterated decoding results of the N b -th bit are all the same, set this bit to the latest decoding result and go to Step 5.
Step 4) Perform majority vote: Execute the majority vote based on the last MV decoding results of the tested bit, if it has more 1 than 0, set this bit to 1, and vice versa.
Step 5) Check termination condition:
is less than or equal to the code length, go to Step 2.
Step 6) End of the algorithm: Output the decoded bits. Figure 11 shows the flow chart of the CMVP algorithm which corresponds to the CMVP block in Fig. 2 . Notice that this algorithm can be flexibly adjusted by considering different combinations of the design factors, such as including all the testing factors (i.e., C, MV and P) or any two factors out three possible factors or only one factor for low complexity design requirements.
In designing CMVP architecture, we need to decide the optimal C, MV and P values first. Since it is hard to derive the optimal values by theoretical analysis, computer simulations were conducted to properly decide the values. Simulation results show that MV=3 and C=1 achieve the best performance among all the tested settings. In this case, there is no need to consider P, because the maximum P value is equal to the trivial value of one according to the constraint that P should be smaller than half of MV value and larger than 1. Figure 12 compares the performances of the CMVP algorithm (assuming MV=3 and C=1) combined with the modified MSA and the modified MSA alone. As shown, the proposed algorithm achieves better performances than the modified MSA by more than 0.2 dB.
It is very easy to test the condition if |L Nb | ≥ C by using TCSM unit, because if we select C=1 with [7:5] quantization scheme mentioned before, (i.e. C will be '0100000' in sign magnitude representation), we only need to check the second bit from the MSB of TCSM output for each bit node. Note that the MSB of TCSM output is the sign bit. The combined TCSM and CMVP architecture is shown in Fig. 13 where thick and thin lines represent the multi-bit and single-bit buses, respectively. In the figure, there are two 3 × 1-bit memory units (because MV=3) which respectively store the last three iterative hard-decision values of the bitnode messages x (0) and x (1) from BNUs. The control signal "Codeword no." is used to select the right memory unit to be accessed at the right time.
Implementation
As mentioned before, the proposed design processes two different codewords concurrently without any stalls. It takes four clock cycles to complete a decoding iteration for each codeword, including two cycles for CNUs and two cycles for BNUs. For channel value loading, each codeword takes one extra cycle. Since the maximum iteration number of decoding a codeword is 10 in the proposed design, the total amount of clock cycles needed to complete the decoding of two different codewords is 1+1+10*4=42 cycles. Moreover, since the synthesized clock frequency is 400 MHz, the decoding throughput is 400*[1152*(1/2)]/42≈5.5 Gbps.
The proposed LDPC decoder is compared with some other designs, as listed in Table 2 . Notice that the 2nd and 3rd columns are the proposed decoders with and without the CMVP algorithm, respectively. As mentioned before, adopting CMVP algorithm can further improve the decoding performance by more than 0.2 dB in this design case. One can see that the area and power overheads of the CMVP algorithm are 4K gates and 2 mW, which only occupy 0.7% and 1% of the total area and power consumption, respectively.
Since the compared designs are implemented with different IC process technologies, code structures, code lengths, code rates, word lengths and iteration numbers, it is hard to do a precise comparison. However, some observations still can be concluded. As shown, compared with the fully parallel designs [4] , [5] , the proposed design operates with a smaller iteration number and a longer word length. It is for the consideration of good trade-off between hardware complexity and decoding performance as described in the beginning of Sect. 3. Besides, the throughput of 5.5 Gbps is much higher than 1.024 Gbps of [4] and 3.3 Gbps of [5] , at the same time it only costs 2/5 area of [4] and slightly smaller than that of [5] .
Compared with the partially parallel design in [7] , the proposed design has a slightly larger area (in terms of gate counts), probably because that the decoder of [7] only decodes a codeword at a time and needs no additional memory control circuit to handle the second codeword. However, note that [7] does not specifies the word length of its design and the word length could have noticeable impact on the area size. Regarding the throughput performance, the new design is five times that of [7] .
As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the proposed structure is based on an optimized decoding schedule and special memory arrangement. The proposed design requires less memory sub-blocks and multiplexers than the designs of [8] . Besides, the designed six-input BNU can be dynamically adjusted to execute three two-input BNEs at the same time. Hence, the BNUs attain high area utilization in executing BNE set 1 and BNE set 2. These design features help the proposed decoder to achieve 100% hardware utilization rate which is more efficient than [8] .
Compared with the design of [17] assuming the same IC process technology and iteration number, the proposed design has a much higher throughput than 2.2 Gbps of [17] , even thought the clock rate of the proposed design is 400 MHz which is much slower than 950 MHz of [17] . Besides, the power consumption of proposed design is also much less than the design of [17] . Overall, in terms of time and area performances, the proposed designs are better than the compared designs.
Conclusion
A partially parallel, high-throughput and area-efficient LDPC decoder architecture has been proposed in the work. Owing to an optimized scheduling scheme and combined MMU design for message passing, the proposed design achieve 100% utilization rate in CNU and BNU, while require smaller memory size than the existing designs. Based on the structure, a decoder for the (576,288) LDPC code of 802.16e standard is realized. In addition, in order to reduce the decoding error and compensate the performance loss due to fixed-point realization of an LDPC decoder, a CMVP algorithm is employed in the proposed design with very small hardware overhead. The design concepts and techniques can also be well applied to other LDPC decoder designs with different specifications.
